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Abstract: Comprehensive next-generation sequencing (NGS) panels for cancer diagnostics create a
bottleneck for interpretation. QIAGEN Clinical Insights Interpret One (QCI) is a clinical decision
support software that supports molecular pathologists in the classification of oncology-related
variants. This study compares variant assessments by QCI to assessments utilizing current laboratory
methods. Eight laboratories were recruited by the external quality assessment organization GenQA.
The laboratories submitted VCFs from sequencing studies performed on both hematological disorders
and solid tumors for analysis by QCI and an independent laboratory. Results were compared and
conflicts were resolved using a panel of experts. In total, 14/149 variants (9%) reported as Tier 1
or Tier 2 by either QCI or the submitting laboratory were found to be discordant after expert panel
review. In contrast, 41/149 variants (28%) reflected discrepancy among human reviewers. The expert
panel was unable to reach resolution on eight variants. QCI demonstrates high concordance in the
classification of actionable mutations with independent laboratory methods and expert assessment.
The rate of disagreement among laboratories and the expert panel was greater than the disagreement
between QCI and expert assessment. Disagreement among experts highlights the subjectivity of
classifying variants. The study demonstrates that QCI interpretation supports streamlining and
standardization of NGS variant interpretation.
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1. Introduction
Over the last twenty years, molecular analysis of cancers has offered clinicians a
growing toolbox for understanding and treating cancer. Next-generation sequencing of
tumors identifies alterations that can predict sensitivity and resistance to targeted therapies
as well as ascribe prognostic and diagnostic significance. As sequencing power and research
into cancer-causing mutations have grown, the number of genes on panels has increased.
In 2009, Sequenom’s MassARRAY technology supported the analysis of 238 mutations
across 19 genes [1]. In 2022, typical panels can detect hundreds of thousands of mutations
across several hundred cancer-related genes. In some cases, laboratories will perform
exome analysis with the power to detect mutations across all ~22,000 genes in the human
genome. As a result, the burden of variant interpretation has also expanded exponentially.
Numerous clinical decision support systems and knowledgebases have been developed to assist variant scientists and laboratory directors with the task of variant classification. These private and commercially available systems, including JAX Clinical
Knowledgebase [2], OncoKB [3], CIViC [4], Navify [5] and PierianDx [6], utilize varying
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degrees of software automation and manually curated literature to provide variant assessment and therapy matching for clinicians. The body of literature that must be accessed to
deliver accurate variant interpretation is vast and there is debate in the field as to the most
accurate and efficient approach (reviewed in [7]). Artificial intelligence or natural language
processing can index enormous volumes of literature but lacks precision in correctly representing complex genomic interactions in association with clinical outcomes; in this context,
human curation remains the gold standard [8–10]. A community crowdsourcing approach
allows contribution from many different experts and can help to build a larger pool of
knowledge in the context of limited resources [3,4,11]. However, significant standardization
efforts are required to ensure a consistent level of accuracy and reliability. In contrast to
machine curation, human professional expert curation is resource intensive but can provide
consistent and accurate interpretation [7].
QIAGEN Clinical Insight Interpret One (QCI) is a clinical decision support software
that enables pathologists to identify biologically and clinically relevant oncology-related
variants. The application draws on a large knowledgebase of curated information, coupled
with an expert interpretation service. The QIAGEN knowledgebase is populated through
a combined approach utilizing human and machine curation. Over 200 PhD- and MDlevel scientists manually curate data from the literature as well as public and proprietary
databases that have been harmonized with semantic consistency. Manual curation is
augmented and efficiencies gained through the prioritization of literature sources using
different methods such as natural language processing (NLP) and text mining processes.
The prioritized source is then presented to the curators who review papers, trials, drug
labels and guidelines, extract information and store it in computable units according to welldefined protocols. QCI utilizes the structured content to match appropriate variant- and
disease-specific content and executes rules to classify variant pathogenicity and actionability
based on the ACMG [12] and AMP [13] guidelines. The computed classification and
supporting data are available for review in a user interface; the user has the ability to
review all the data and approve or revise the classification.
QCI Interpret One also incorporates an additional level of human expert interpretation. The variants are submitted in the context of the disease to the expert interpretation
service, staffed by trained professional expert scientists with clinical content reviewed by
oncologists. The expert interpretation utilizes a contrasting analysis approach; the scientists
execute a topic-based analysis, searching for and extracting information on each variant
and formulating an assessment based on the synthesis of the evidence. The expert interpretation supplies report-ready text with references that can be reviewed and incorporated
into clinical reports. The expert classification and interpretation are presented in a user
interface alongside the computed classification and the user has another opportunity to
review the summarized data and approve or revise the classification for reporting.
Multiple studies have been published comparing variant classification across institutions and performance of different variant interpretation and clinical decision support
software [14–16]. However, all of these studies lack a “gold standard” set of variant interpretations that could stand as a benchmark for evaluation. In order to assess the utility and
accuracy of QCI, QIAGEN engaged GenQA, an external quality assessment organization,
to design and execute a study that would compare the use of QCI to internal laboratory
methods. The study involved the recruitment of eight independent laboratories to utilize
QCI for variant interpretation, compared the results to the originally reported classifications
and employed an expert panel to resolve conflicts. The results suggest that QCI Interpret
One is a reliable clinical decision support tool that can help laboratories streamline and
improve their interpretation practices.
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2. Materials and Methods
GenQA, an external quality assessment organization, performed the data collection
and analysis. GenQA recruited eight laboratories who regularly perform next-generation sequencing of oncology samples. The laboratories were located in the UK (seven laboratories)
and Belgium (one laboratory). Laboratories were asked to submit five representative variant call files (VCF) from either solid tumors or hematological malignancies, or ten samples
if participating in both parts of the study. All files were assessed by GenQA, anonymized
and uploaded to the QIAGEN Clinical Insight Interpret One (QCI) software application
(version 7.1), using a common set of filtering and analysis parameters. Analysis was limited
to genes listed within the Illumina TruSight Oncology 500 assay. Variants with >1% MAF in
gnomAD were filtered out unless they were established pathogenic common variants, and
a cutoff of 5% variant allele frequency (VAF) was applied to remove low frequency variants
from the assessment.
Each partner lab was assigned a set of five or ten VCF files to analyze using their
current analysis methods. Each partner lab was also assigned an additional set of files
to analyze using QCI. Each VCF was therefore subject to up to three analyses by three
independent laboratories: one analysis aided by QCI and one or two independent analyses
by the laboratories using their current methods. The laboratories were asked to determine
which variants they would report and what “tier” would be assigned to each variant. The
tiers were defined according to the guidelines described by AMP/ASCO/CAP in Li et al.
2017 [13].
GenQA collected and analyzed the data from the partner laboratories. The variants
reported and classified using QCI were compared to the variants reported and classified
using independent methods. In the case of results that differed between QCI and one or
two of the laboratories, the case was submitted for additional interpretation using QCI
One’s expert interpretation service. Variants that remained discrepant were considered by
a panel of experts, composed of a nominated variant interpretation expert from each of the
participating laboratories.
3. Results
GenQA collected a total of 77 VCFs, 34 from hematological malignancies and 43 from
solid tumors (Table 1, Supplementary Tables S1 and S2, Figure 1). The VCFs contained
a total of 217,718 variants, 78,213 from the heme cases and 139,505 from the solid tumor
cases. All VCFs were assessed by at least one laboratory using QCI and the submitting
laboratory. Data were not available for all VCFs from a second assessing laboratory. In
total, 252 variants were reported by QCI as Tier 1 or Tier 2; the total number of Tier 1
and Tier 2 variants reported by QCI or a submitting laboratory was 264. After the initial
assessment, 49 variants from the heme files and 136 variants from the solid tumor files were
found to be discrepant between the QCI classification and either the submitting laboratory
or the second assessing laboratory, for a total of 185 variants. Upon assessment, 115 of
these variants were determined to be discrepant due to technical issues described below,
reducing the number of reported classification discrepancies to 70 out of 149 classified
variants, excluding technical discrepancies from the analysis. These discrepancies represent
differences between QCI and the submitting laboratory as well as discrepancies between
the submitting laboratory and the second assessing laboratory. After the analysis and
conflict resolution were complete, the remaining number of variants that were discrepant
between QCI and the laboratories or consensus expert panel was 5 from the heme cases
and 9 from the solid tumor cases, for a total of 14, resulting in a total of 91% agreement
between the classification by QCI and that of the laboratories or expert panel. These data
are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1.
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Table 1. Summary data.
Heme

Solid Tumor

Total

VCFs submitted

34

43

77

Total number of submitted variants

78,213

139,505

217,718

Variants reported by QCI

343

1292

1635

Variants reported as Tier 1 and 2 by QCI

82

169

251

Total variants reported as Tier 1 and 2 by QCI and
submitting laboratories

94

170

264

Variants with discrepancy in reporting due to
technical issue (bioinformatics or disease mapping)

18

97

115

Total variants excluding technical discrepancies

76

73

149

Variants with discrepancy in tier classification

31

39

70

Variants with discrepancies between labs or
between labs and experts

24

17

41

Discrepant variants after conflict resolution

5

9

14

Figure 1. Flow diagram of summary data. * Discrepancy between laboratories 1 and 2 may indicate
agreement with QCI from at least one laboratory.
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3.1. Hematological Malignancies
In total, 34 VCFs containing a total of 78,213 variants from hematological malignancies
were submitted for analysis, with a total of 94 variants reported as Tier 1 or Tier 2 by
either QCI or the submitting laboratory. In the initial assessment, 49 variants differed in
classification between the QCI classification and the classification by either the submitting
laboratory or the second assessing laboratory (Table 2, Figure 2). Overall, 18 of these
variants were determined to be discrepant due to technical or bioinformatic issues. Six
of the variants that were reported by the laboratories were not detected in the submitted
data. Upon investigation, it was determined that these variants were not present in the
VCF files submitted to QCI, they were generated by a separate bioinformatic process and
reported in the same laboratory report. Six of the variants reported by the laboratories
were filtered out of the results in the QCI application because they were below the variant
allele frequency (VAF) cutoff established for this study. An additional six variants were
discrepant due to the usage of an incorrect or underspecified disease term. In this case, the
disease entry was “myelofibrosis.” For two of the variants, the term entered was “MF”,
which was mapped to “mycosis fungoides”, a completely different disease entity. In the
context of clinical use, the user would immediately observe that the disease phenotype was
different from the intended phenotype. Because the tier classification is disease dependent,
the computed tier assigned was different than it would have been for the intended disease,
“primary myelofibrosis”. The subsequent submission for expert interpretation likewise
provided a tier classification for “myelofibrosis” or “mycosis fungoides” rather than the
intended disease “primary myelofibrosis”. As a result, the tier classifications from the expert
interpretation did not agree with the submitting laboratory. The AMP classifications are
specific for the diagnosis, and in order to provide a direct comparison of the classifications
for each variant in the context of the diagnosis in this study, the discrepancies attributed to
disease-specificity errors were considered to be technical differences and were not included
in the calculation.
Table 2. Classification discrepancies in hematologic malignancies.
Group

Resolution

Resolution Description

# Discordant

A
B

Not resolved

Remain discordant
Not resolved by experts

5
8

C
D

Resolved

QCI One expert review resolved conflict
Expert panel agreed with QCI

E
F
G

Technical
issue

QCI disease mapping issue
Filtered out by QCI preset filters
Not present in submitted data

# Resolved

3
15
6
6
6
19

30
49

The 31 discrepancies that were not attributed to technical issues were submitted to
the conflict resolution protocols. GenQA assessed the QCI Interpret One “expert interpretation” classification for each of the variants and convened a panel of experts to review
the remaining discrepancies. In three cases, the QCI expert interpretation agreed with the
submitting partner laboratory. In these cases, the variants were determined to be resolved
and concordant, as the QCI product includes the expert interpretation and allows the user
to assess all the information and determine the final classification. In an additional 15 cases,
the expert panel agreed with the QCI interpretation. Therefore, in 18 of the 31 apparently
discrepant variants, the discrepancy was resolved either by QCI Interpret One expert review
or revision of the classification by the expert panel.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of data from hematologic malignancies. * Discrepancy between laboratories
1 and 2 may indicate agreement with QCI from at least one laboratory.

For 8 of the remaining 13 variants, there was broad disagreement among QCI, QCI
expert interpretation, the submitting laboratory and the second partner laboratory, and the
expert panel was unable to reach a resolution. In total, seven of these eight variants were
in TET2, and one variant was in PTPN11 (Supplementary Table S1). PTPN11 p.Glu76Lys
in MDS was agreed to be a pathogenic variant, but it was computed as Tier 1A by QCI,
classified as Tier 2 by QCI expert interpretation, Tier 2D by the submitting laboratory
and Tier 1B by the second assessing laboratory. The TET2 variant classifications differed
based on the diagnosis. Of the seven variants, all analyses agreed that six out of the seven
variants were pathogenic, but one of the variants (p.Cys1709Valfs*10) was determined to
be a VUS by both the submitting laboratory and the second assessing laboratory, whereas
QCI computed this variant as Tier 1A in CMML and QCI expert interpretation classified
the variant as Tier 2. While this variant is located downstream of the cutoff for nonsensemediated degradation (NMD), truncations in this region have been reported to disrupt Tet2
protein function, with amino acids 1129–1936 shown to be required for catalytic activity [17].
The expert panel did agree that although the tier classification could not be resolved, seven
out of the eight variants would be reported in clinical practice and the clinical impact of the
difference between Tier 1 and 2 in this context is minimal.
For the other five discrepant variants, the expert panel agreed with the submitting
laboratory and disagreed with the QCI classification and the QCI expert interpretation
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did not resolve the discrepancy. For two variants in EZH2 and one variant in STAG2, QCI
and the experts agree that the variants are pathogenic but disagree on the actionability tier.
These three variants were submitted to QCI as “acute myeloid leukemia”; however, the
submitting laboratory’s diagnoses were “MF transforming to AML” and “AML transformed
from MDS/MPN”. QCI expert interpretation classifies pathogenic inactivating EZH2
mutations in primary myelofibrosis as Tier 1A and in MDS/MPN overlap diseases as Tier
1B; STAG2 mutations are classified as Tier 1B in myelodysplastic syndrome. However, QCI
classifies EZH2 and STAG2 mutations in AML as Tier 2C (the expert review classifies these
mutations as Tier 3 in AML, with no evidence for prognostic or diagnostic significance that
meets the criteria for AMP levels A–D, but agreed that these mutations are pathogenic).
However, as above, these variants would still be reported by QCI and could be used for
clinical management.
The KMT2A alteration (c.432+2T>G) in an AML case was classified as Tier 2C by
QCI but as Tier 3 by the expert panel. The expert panel noted that there was no evidence
to support prognostic or diagnostic significance for single-nucleotide variants (SNVs)
in KMT2A. QCI agrees with that assessment in the context of SNVs (although KMT2A
rearrangements in AML would be classified as Tier 1A on the basis of prognostic data),
but finds preclinical support for the use of HDAC inhibitors in the context of inactivating
KMT2A alterations. The weight given to the preclinical data and the low likelihood that
these drugs would be utilized in this clinical context explains the difference between the
classifications by QCI and the expert panel.
CBL p.Lys362_Thr364del was classified as Tier 1 in MDS/MPN by QCI but Tier 3 by
the expert panel. The experts determined that this alteration was a variant of unknown
significance. This indel in CBL is immediately adjacent to a region (codons 366–420)
where missense mutations are cited in the NCCN guidelines as “frequent” in JMML
and CMML; any missense mutation in this region is considered likely to be related to
a myelodysplastic disorder. The mutation in this case is a small deletion rather than a
missense mutation, and it lies just outside the cited region. This mutation is located in a
linker region, in which insertions and deletions have been reported to impair function of
the CBL protein [18–23]. In this case, QCI suggested that the mutation may be pathogenic,
but the expert panel disagreed.
Discrepancy among human analysts was evident in 24 out of the 31 discrepant variants
in the heme cases. As shown in Table 3, 12 variants exhibited disagreement between
the submitting and second assessing labs in their initial analysis. Of six variants which
exhibited agreement between laboratories in the initial assessment, two were unresolvable.
Of 13 variants assessed by only one laboratory, 9 were resolved by the expert panel in favor
of QCI and 1 was unresolvable.
Table 3. Discrepancies among expert interpretations.
Heme Resolutions

Solid Tumor Resolutions

Submitting laboratory and second
assessing laboratory AGREE

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

2
2
0
2

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

0
0
3
3

Submitting laboratory and second
assessing laboratory DISAGREE

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

5
1
6
0

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

0
0
4
2

Only one laboratory assessment
available

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

1
2
9
1

No agreement
Expert panel resolves for lab
Expert panel resolves for QCI
QCI expert review resolves

0
9
8
10

Numbers in bold indicate disagreement among variant scientists. Numbers in standard typeface indicate disagreement between variant scientists and QCI.
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In total, after conflict resolution and discussion by the expert panel, five variants were
found to be discrepant between the classification from QCI and the submitting laboratory
and experts, out of a total of seventy-six variants assessed in the hematological VCFs by
QCI and the submitting laboratories, resulting in 93% concordance between QCI and the
independent variant scientists.
3.2. Solid Tumors
In total, 43 VCFs from solid tumors were submitted for analysis, with a total of
170 variants reported as Tier 1 by either QCI or the submitting laboratory. In the initial
assessment, 136 variants differed in classification or reporting status between the computed
QCI classification and the submitting laboratory or second assessing laboratory classification (Table 4, Figure 3). Overall, 97 of these variants were determined to be discrepant
due to technical issues; they were reported by the laboratories but were not displayed
for analysis in QCI following the standardized filter cascades. Upon investigation, 8 of
these variants were determined to be data artifacts and 88 of the variants reported by the
laboratories were filtered out of the results in the QCI application because they were below
the variant allele frequency (VAF) cutoff established for this study. In the process of clinical
use, the filters in QCI could be adjusted to include these variants or the variants could be
identified by the user as passengers and removed from the report. These variants do not
represent a difference in classification; rather, their presence in the report is dependent on
adjustable bioinformatic processes.
Table 4. Classification discrepancies in solid tumors.
Group

Resolution

Resolution Description

# Discordant

A

Not resolved

Remain discordant

9

# Resolved

QCI One expert review
resolved conflict

15

Expert panel agreed with QCI

5

E

TP53—clinical trial inclusion led to Tier
2C from QCI—expert panel agreed

10

F

Filtered out by QCI

1

Low VAF—filtered out by QCI

88

Not reported by submitting lab

8

C
D

G
H

Resolved

Technical Issue

9

127
136

One additional variant, EGFR p. Tyr764_Val765insPheGlnGluAla, was reported by
the laboratory and present in the submitted VCF, but was removed in the QCI filter
cascade. Investigation revealed that this variant was removed due to its chromosomal
position in the intron (c.2284-5_2290dupTCCAGGAAGCCT). Filtering of this variant was
acknowledged as a technical limitation in this use of QCI but was not considered to be an
error in classification. The filters are subject to adjustment and validation by the individual
laboratories, and the standard filter that removed this variant has since been adjusted.
The remaining 39 discrepancies that were not attributed to technical issues were
submitted to the conflict resolution protocols; in total, 30 of the variants were resolved
during this phase. GenQA first assessed the QCI “expert interpretation” classification for
each of the variants and subsequently convened a panel of experts to review all remaining
discrepancies. In 15 cases, the QCI expert interpretation agreed with the submitting partner
or second assessing laboratory. In these cases, the variants were determined to be resolved
and concordant. In an additional five cases, the QCI expert interpretation agreed with the
QCI computed classification and the expert panel also agreed with the QCI interpretation.
In total, 10 of the apparently discrepant variants were in TP53. The submitting laboratory
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considered TP53 mutations to be Tier 3, but QCI classified them as Tier 2C, based on the
presence of clinical trials that have TP53 mutation as a recruitment criterion. The experts
agreed that these clinical trials provided support for a Tier 2C classifications of the TP53
variants. Furthermore, it was noted that QCI could have utility in raising awareness of
clinical trial availability, particularly for unusual variants or trials that are not located at the
specific institution where the patient is being treated. Therefore, for 30 of the 39 variants,
the discrepancy was resolved either by QCI expert review or revision of the classification
by the expert panel. Of note, some of the original submitters commented that some of their
assessments changed over the time period encompassed by this study; when the expert
panel met, they had changed their assessment and agreed with the expert panel and QCI.

Figure 3. Flow diagram of data from solid tumors. * Discrepancy between laboratories 1 and 2 may
indicate agreement with QCI from at least one laboratory.

For the nine remaining variants, the expert panel agreed with the submitting or second
assessing laboratory and disagreed with the QCI classification. Seven of these variants
were from one colorectal cancer case, which exhibited high microsatellite instability and
hypermutation (Supplementary Table S2). Five of these variants (BARD1 p.Ala638Hisfs*76,
CTNNB1 p.Thr41Ala, AKT1 p.Glu17Lys, RNF43 p.Gly659Valfs*41 and FBXW7 p.Arg505His)
are known hotspot mutations or predicted inactivating alterations and were classified as
Tier 2C by QCI based on the association of potential off-label therapies or criteria for clinical
trials. The expert panel felt that in the context of the patient with high MSI, these are
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likely to be passenger mutations despite their classification as pathogenic, and felt that
the variants should be classified as Tier 3 as they are unlikely to have a clinical impact in
this context. It is important to note that while the QCI system can account for interactions
between variants within a case, the tier classification of the variants, while accounting for
the cancer type, is otherwise independent of the overall molecular context. However, the
user of a clinical decision support tool would have the opportunity to evaluate the case
and determine whether the variants were relevant.
Two additional variants from this case are in MSH6, a gene that is associated with mismatch repair deficiency and MSI. MSH6 is a DNA mismatch repair (MMR) gene and loss of
MSH6 is associated with high microsatellite instability and sensitivity to immunotherapies.
The expert panel stated that these alterations would explain the high MSI, and therefore,
the variants should be considered Tier 1. QCI agrees that the variants are pathogenic
and likely associated with the observed MSI, but classified the variants as Tier 2 based on
the details of the drug label, which specifies “loss” of an MMR gene, typically detected
by IHC. While these mutations are both frameshift alterations that clearly lead to loss of
function, QCI did not consider these mutations to specifically meet the requirements of
the drug label, while the expert panel stated that the nature of the mutations justified the
Tier 1A classification.
The other two discrepant variants came from different cases. An APC variant in
colorectal cancer was classified by QCI as Tier 2D, based on prognostic evidence; the expert
panel found that these data were insufficient to support this finding. Interestingly, the QCI
expert review for APC variants in colorectal cancer was independently revised during the
course of this study based on a regular knowledgebase review and update, and a later
assessment agreed with the expert panel that this variant should be classified as Tier 3. An
EP300 variant (p.Gly211Ser) was classified by QCI as Tier 2C, but the expert panel noted
that it is present in gnomAD at >1% and should be classified as a Tier 4 benign variant. The
QCI classification is pushed to pathogenic based on a publication reporting an association
between somatic EP300 p.Gly211Ser mutations and a particular breast cancer subtype [24].
It was classified as Tier 2C by QCI, based on clinical trial criteria.
Discrepancy among human analysts was evident in 17 out of the 39 discrepant variants
in the solid tumor cases. As shown in Table 3, six variants exhibited disagreement between
the submitting and second assessing labs in their initial analysis. Of the six variants which
exhibited agreement between laboratories in the initial assessment, three were resolved by
the expert panel in favor of QCI. Of the 27 variants assessed by only one laboratory, 8 were
resolved by the expert panel in favor of QCI.
In summary, after conflict resolution and discussion by the expert panel, 9 variants
were found to be discrepant between the computed classification from QCI and the submitting laboratory and experts, out of a total of 73 variants assessed in the solid tumor VCFs
by QCI and the submitting laboratories, resulting in 88% concordance between QCI and
the independent variant scientists.
4. Discussion
Variant interpretation is a nuanced task, and while there are several sets of guidelines
in place for assessing and reporting variants in cancer, the diverse biological nature of the
variants and evidence makes it extremely challenging to design a set of rules and criteria that
will cover every case. While there are many variants that are clearly significant or clearly
benign, many more variants fall into intermediate categories. In the assessment of variants
that fall into the intermediate categories, experts often disagree. Clinical decision support
software, such as QCI, can help to streamline and standardize the interpretation process. In
the current study, in the absence of a gold standard set of variant interpretations, an expert
panel served as arbiter to resolve conflicts between the software and the variant scientists.
The QCI computed classification coupled with expert scientific interpretation results in
variant classifications that are highly concordant with experts upon review. There were a
total of 14 variants for which the classification differed between the assessment reached
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using QCI and the assessment of a panel of variant interpretation experts, across 77 VCF
files containing over 200,000 variants. In contrast, experts disagreed with each other on the
classification of 41 variants (Table 3) and were unable to come to any agreement for 8 of
the variants. Even among the fourteen variants that remained discrepant after the expert
panel review, the classifications were not straightforward, and in some cases, represent
differences in scientific opinion and regional reporting standards between the evaluating
experts and the expert curators at QIAGEN. These data suggest that the current state of
the field is such that expert variant scientists disagree with each other more frequently
than they disagree with clinical decision support software, such as QCI Interpret One,
which includes its own expert analysis. Numerous facets of the analysis contribute to
the disagreement.
4.1. Disease Specificity
The AMP guidelines [13] that establish the tier classification criteria are highly dependent on the specific diagnosis that is provided. The tier is based on the level of evidence
established for the impact of a variant on sensitivity or resistance to therapies, diagnosis
or prognosis within that specific cancer type. If the disease is insufficiently defined, or
incorrect, the evidence applied will not result in the designation of the correct tier. For
example, for three of the five variants from the heme cases that were found to be discrepant,
classifications differed due to the specific diagnosis supplied to QCI. The expert panel
noted that in each of these cases, the distinction between Tier 1 and Tier 2 was not critical,
as the variants would be reported and could be utilized for assessment and management in
the clinic.
In many cases, particularly in hematological disorders, specific diagnoses are not
available at the time of analysis; indeed, the molecular diagnostics may contribute to the
establishment of a diagnosis. In this case, a more general cancer type designation, such as
“myeloid neoplasm,” may be necessary. The tiers assigned to the variants vary depending
on the specific diagnosis, and in at least some cases would necessarily differ from the tiers
assigned to “myeloid neoplasm”. However, in these cases, the interpretive comments
provided by QCI may help to establish the diagnosis. If the case were to be resubmitted
with the more specific diagnosis, the tiers would be more accurately assigned.
Furthermore, the assignment of tiers for general diagnoses may differ depending on
the approach of an individual group. If a molecular marker within a specific diagnosis is
identified as a Tier 1 alteration, some groups may also apply the Tier 1 designation to the
more general disease term, while others may restrict it to the specific disease term if Tier 1
would not be appropriate for other diseases under that umbrella term. These differences
could also lead to discrepancies in classification, both among experts and between experts
and QCI. For this study, it was important that the assessment of each variant be performed
with the same level of disease specificity, so that any differences could be understood as
error or difference in approach, rather than use of a different disease term.
The accuracy of disease mapping could be described as a limitation of QCI; the
accuracy of the classifications does depend on the correct entry of a diagnosis. The disease
mapping in the application is subject to continuous refinement and improvement. Indeed,
partly as a result of this study, QCI has been enhanced to display the mapped disease term
to the user during the upload process, reducing the likelihood of an incorrect mapping
based on the use of an abbreviation.
4.2. Analysis of Evidence
The lack of agreement among experts for a subset of variants in this study serves to
underscore the high degree of variability among practitioners of variant interpretation.
The assignment of tiers depends not only on the acquisition of literature evidence but also
on the assessment of that evidence and determination of its suitability to support a tier
designation. The levels of therapeutic evidence are relatively straightforward to assess, as
they depend directly on regulatory approval of a drug targeting that alteration, practice
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guidelines recommending a therapy, or clinical trials requiring an alteration as part of
inclusion criteria. In contrast, for hematological disorders, the tiers are more often based
on the prognostic and diagnostic significance of a variant in a cancer type. The Tier 1A
designations, dependent on description in practice guidelines, are straightforward, but
levels B, C and D are less clear-cut and require the assessment of the strength of clinical
evidence. These distinctions are subject to individual human judgment: the fact that
there were eight variants in the heme cases that could not be resolved by the expert panel
underscores the subjectivity surrounding these assessments.
Another source of potential disagreement is the weight given to molecular context in
the assessment of individual variants. Molecular interactions between co-occurring variants
are critical in variant analysis; these interactions can have impacts on drug sensitivity and
resistance, and co-occurring variants can influence the prognosis and diagnosis particularly
in hematologic disorders. The interactions between variants in this context can certainly
affect the tier classification of individual variants. However, there is less agreement with
respect to the impact of the overall molecular context of a tumor on the tier classification
of an individual variant. For example, in one of the cases in this study, a tumor with high
microsatellite instability (MSI) contained a large number of somatic mutations, and in some
cases, the mutations were well-known hotspot mutations in established oncogenes and
tumor suppressors. QCI assessed these variants based on the evidence in the literature
supporting their function and relevance in the cancer type and determined them to be Tier 2.
However, the submitting laboratory and expert panel asserted that the MSI phenotype
negated the clinical relevance of these variants. The final decision as to the reporting of
these variants, even when assisted by clinical decision support software, is ultimately in
the hands of the laboratory director or pathologist.
Even in cases where the variant classifications remained discrepant after expert review,
there was high concordance with respect to the pathogenicity of the variants. The observed
discrepancies were most often identified between Tier 1 and Tier 2; the expert panel
noted that these discrepancies would be unlikely to have a negative impact on patient
management, since the variants would all be present in the report. In the present study,
there were no examples of variants that were determined to be Tier 3 VUS by QCI that
were Tier 1 or 2 by the submitting or second assessing laboratories, or by the experts. This
finding is significant, because it supports the assertion that QCI is unlikely to miss an
important variant and supports a fail-safe approach. Additionally, there were only nine
variants classified as Tier 1 or 2 by QCI that were ultimately determined to be Tier 3 VUS
by the expert panel.
Additionally, the evidence supporting variant classification is dynamic, and thus
the classifications may change, as they did even across the time span of this study. For
example, APC variants were assessed in two different colorectal cancer cases and were
computed by QCI to be Tier 2C. However, they were sent for QCI Interpret One’s expert
interpretation at two different times. The first time the APC variant was classified as Tier
2C, based on a publication that reported a prognostic association in colorectal cancer [25].
In the intervening time, independent of the study, the QIAGEN team had reviewed and
updated the information supporting APC mutation in colon cancer and downgraded the
classification based on this review. Thus, when the second colorectal cancer case containing
an APC variant was assessed by QCI, it was classified as Tier 3 pathogenic, in line with the
submitting laboratory and the expert assessment. This observation highlights the value
and need for up-to-date content in interpretation and clinical decision support software.
In a number of additional cases, the submitting laboratory revised their findings over the
course of the study and variants that had initially been discordant became concordant with
QCI and agreed with the expert panel.
4.3. Guidelines
The level of disagreement between scientists and the nuances of the discussion surrounding the variant tier assessment, particularly for hematological disorders, suggests a
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need for clearer or more extensive guidelines for interpretation. The American College of
Medical Genetics (ACMG) published a set of guidelines for determining the pathogenicity
of variants [12] and the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP), American Society of
Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and College of American Pathologists (CAP) jointly published a
set of standards for reporting somatic variants in cancer [13]. These guidelines represent a
significant advance in the field; however, as seen in this study, many variants fall between
the classes described in these papers. Experts disagree on the resolution of these variants.
A recent publication by Horak et al. [26], representing the Clinical Genome Resource
(ClinGen), Cancer Genomics Consortium (CGC) and Variant Interpretation for Cancer
Consortium (VICC), proposes a set of standards for the classification of somatic variants,
following a similar schema to the ACMG guidelines for the interpretation of germline
variants. The guidelines offer a set of rules of different strengths, with points awarded for
evidence supporting each rule, and a calculation schema to determine an “oncogenicity”
score and classification. This set of rules may provide a much-needed structure to the
assessment of somatic variants. However, some variation in classification will still be
expected, as the evaluation of evidence will be required to determine whether a rule is
satisfied. If these guidelines become accepted in the field, a tool such as QCI Interpret One
could be adapted to incorporate the rules and provide computed classifications based on
the evidence in the QIAGEN knowledgebase.
5. Conclusions
Overall, this study demonstrates that a clinical decision support tool such as QCI
Interpret One can help to reliably streamline and standardize somatic variant interpretation
and address the high degree of variability among experts in somatic clinical interpretation. QCI Interpret One provides computed classifications combined with expert manual
interpretations, with transparency to the underlying data that can be used to expedite
laboratory classifications and flexibility for the user to make changes and customize their
reports. It provides consistency in interpretation, which exceeds the consistency among
variant scientists.
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